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Executive Director

Nuts and Bolts
I argued with Jean Staral and Gail Sumi that this month’s
magazine cover should be a pile of fasteners. They won and
the cover shot from the City of Madison on water main
freeze-ups is way more interesting than a back-office shot at a
hardware store. But my point about this issue of the magazine still remains valid. Specifically, I think this is a “nuts and
bolts” issue, focusing on some mundane but critical basics of
city and village operation. You have to get the nuts and bolts
right or everything falls apart.
We have three important articles from our legal eagles on
signage, ordinances, and (fittingly enough) an important court
victory regarding local government liability for frozen laterals.
Collaborative government entrepreneur Alan Mond has
penned a practical and useful article on tracking fleet vehicle
usage. Mond is the CEO of a startup company that uses the
Internet to help cities efficiently share underutilized equipment. Eau Claire Finance Director Jay Winzenz has an excellent piece about the basics and the not-so-basics of a municipal capital improvement plan. Curt Witynski summarizes the
various ways a municipality can pay for improvements.
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We wrap it all up with an
article on municipal water
systems and some incredible photos taken by Amy
Barrilleaux from the City of
Madison Water Utility. Along
with the photos you’ll read
some statistics about water
losses due to water main
breaks that may shock you.
The often ignored business of
making sure clean, plentiful
water flows where you want it and not where you don’t is a
BIG responsibility. Cities and villages deserve much more
credit than they get for making it happen so efficiently that
nobody notices.
And that’s the essence of nuts and bolts. When was the last
time you thought about the nuts and bolts that hold your
car, your washing machine or your toaster together? Probably
never. Some municipal services appear to be simple and yet
they’re essential. And when they’re done properly, people
don’t even notice.
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Feature Article

Imagine building an underground
pipeline from Superior, Wisconsin, to
the tip of Argentina and back, then
taking care of it for 80 years.
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Wisconsin’s Hidden Infrastructure:

Taking on a Main Break
by Amy Barrilleaux, Public Information Officer, Madison Water Utility
Believe it or not, there are 21,690 miles of water pipeline — almost enough to circle the Earth — below
our feet in Wisconsin, most of it built and cared for by municipal water utilities across the state. But
much of that critical infrastructure is starting to show its age.

In Madison, nearly 900 miles of water main are buried beneath city streets. It’s a vast, hidden infrastructure
that carries drinking water to every home, business, hospital and school in the city. But when a water main
breaks, the water system many of us take for granted is suddenly in the spotlight. Madison Water Utility
(MWU) crews typically fix about 270 main breaks a year, most during the very coldest months from
December through March. The utility budgets $1 million annually just to cover emergency main repairs.
Some large breaks are easy to spot, like this sinkhole (below) that
opened up above a ruptured eight inch-diameter main in 2015.

Other breaks are more difficult to locate — water bubbling up through
cracks in the pavement is often the only visual clue that something is
wrong. In those cases, crew members listen for the sound of running
water below the street by using special headphones to pinpoint the exact
location of a break (left).
Main Break
Continued on page 375
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Main Break
From page 376

Then the digging begins. Most mains are buried at least six
feet below ground to help protect them from the plunging
frost line during winter.

Once the broken pipe is uncovered, a shoring box is lowered into the hole to help keep mud and asphalt from caving in. Only
then is it safe for a crew member to climb down and start repairs.
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Wisconsin’s often harsh climate means there will always be main
breaks, but aging infrastructure is intensifying the problem. Like
many Wisconsin municipalities, Madison installed much of its
water main during the postwar population boom of the 1940s and
50s. Now more than 400 miles of those older pipes — nearly half
of the water mains in the city — need to be rehabbed or replaced.
At a cost of $950,000 per mile, replacing water mains is a
significant and growing expense for MWU. In 2013, MWU spent
$7.5 million rebuilding and renewing Madison’s aging water pipes.
By 2020, that annual cost will swell to more than $12 million as
the utility ramps up its pipe replacement program to 10-12 miles
a year.
Madison is far from alone. According to a 2013 report from the
American Society of Civil Engineers, Wisconsin needs to invest
$7.1 billion in its aging drinking water infrastructure statewide
over the next 20 years. If the state fails to take care of its “hidden”
infrastructure now, the impacts could be far from hidden — disruptions in service, potential exposure from lack of fire protection,
and costly roadway damage as the number of main breaks rises are
the likely consequences. It will take decades of deliberate action to
turn the thousands of miles of deteriorating pipeline in
Wisconsin into a long-lasting resource that will serve the
state for generations to come.
Founded as a public utility in 1882, Madison Water
Utility brings safe, high-quality water to more than
250,000 people across Madison, Shorewood Hills,
Blooming Grove, Maple Bluff, parts of Fitchburg,
the Town of Madison, and the Town of Burke. Amy
Barrilleaux directs communication and public outreach
for the utility. Contact Amy at ABarrilleaux@madison
water.org. Photos courtesy of Amy Barrilleaux.

A Cold Winter’s Impact
		 Gallons used to
		
prevent freezing
2013
2014

254,670,000
2,785,760,000

Number of
main breaks repaired
4,332
5,876

Gallons lost to
main breaks and leaks

Gallons lost to
service breaks and leaks

2,765,774,000
3,788,417,000

1,103,082,000
1,293,297,000

Data courtesy of the Wisconsin Public Service Commission.
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Capital Planning
Jay Winzenz, Finance Director, City of Eau Claire
“A Capital Improvement Plan (Program), or CIP, is a short-range plan, usually four to ten years,
which identifies capital projects and equipment purchases, provides a planning schedule and
identifies options for financing the plan.” (From Wikipedia.)
Most of us have heard about
the aging infrastructure in the
United States and seen the
consequences of the failure to
fund the repair and replacement
of those facilities. The 2013
Report Card for America’s
Infrastructure prepared by the
American Society of Civil
Engineers reports that in the United States “one in nine
bridges are rated as structurally deficient.” That’s 11 percent of
this country’s bridges. The same report notes that Wisconsin
fares only slightly better with 8.5 percent of its bridges being
structurally deficient.

•

Determine its age and condition. Age is an objective
criterion, but condition can be somewhat subjective.
There are professionals and other resources that can
assist in evaluating infrastructure condition. For example,
PASER and PAVER are both pavement management
software packages that try to bring objective criteria to
the evaluation of pavement conditions.

•

What is its useful life? There are many guides available
for determining the useful life of assets. One that I like
was prepared by the South Dakota Legislative Audit
Bureau. Find it at: http://bit.ly/LABSouthDakota. Use
these resources as a guide and adjust as necessary based
upon your local conditions and experience.

The infrastructure crisis in this country will continue to grow
until we, as elected and appointed public officials, make this a
priority for our communities. Because both of the Wisconsin
communities in which I have served faced this reality, some
common themes have emerged. I believe one of the most
important is that citizens are willing to make infrastructure
investments once the need is clearly demonstrated. If that’s
the case, how does a community do that? This article will
provide some practical suggestions on capital planning and
budgeting which may help you build the case for infrastructure investment.

•

What needs to be done to maintain, rehabilitate or
replace, and how much will it cost? Once the condition
and useful life have been determined you are in a better
position to determine if the asset should be maintained or replaced. The useful life of many assets can be
extended through some level of maintenance. However, at
some point, most assets need to be replaced. Estimate the
cost of this maintenance along with the cost to replace.

•

When do we need to do it? As you are preparing the
maintenance/replacement strategies discussed above,
you also need to determine when those activities need to
be done. For example, the life of Main Street might be
extended for ten years with a mill and overlay, however,
after that the entire street will need reconstruction. Being
able to identify when future expenditures need to occur is
critical to developing a capital budget.

What do we own and where is it? It may surprise some of
you, but many communities do not have an accurate inventory of their assets. How can you begin to articulate a need
if you do not know what you have? The process begins by
completing a detailed inventory of the community’s assets
and where they are located.
Develop a Maintenance/Replacement Plan. Once we know
what we have we can begin the process of developing a maintenance/replacement plan. This will become the foundation
of the capital budget. The development of this plan involves
several steps:
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Develop the Capital Plan. The heavy lifting is behind you,
but all this information needs to be pulled together into a
capital plan which not only identifies the needs, but also
addresses how to pay for them. An example of such a plan
can be found here: http://bit.ly/EC2016CIP. This is a fairly
sophisticated plan for a larger community, yours can be much
simpler. Important elements include:

Feature Article

and Budgeting
•
•
•

Identification of projects
When expenditures need to occur
How those expenditures are to be funded

•

Wheel Tax. One of the few revenue sources available to
local governments, other than the tax levy, is the wheel
tax. Proceeds from a wheel tax must be used for transportation related purposes. The last several years have
seen a number of municipalities and counties establish
or increase their wheel tax to fund road maintenance.
According to the Department of Transportation website, in 2015 alone five municipalities and two counties
established a wheel tax. Prior to that only two municipalities (Milwaukee & Janesville) and one county (St. Croix)
had a wheel tax. Janesville recently increased its wheel tax
from $10/vehicle to $20/vehicle. (See more on the Wheel
Tax on page 383 of this Municipality.)

•

State Trust Fund Loan. The State of Wisconsin Board
of Commissioners of Public Lands has a loan program
that can be used to finance various public improvements.
More information can be found on their website at
http://bit.ly/WIBoardLoans.

•

Clean Water Fund Program. Administered by the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, the Clean
Water Fund Program provides financial assistance to
municipalities for wastewater treatment facilities and
urban storm water runoff projects. More information can
be found here: http://bit.ly/DNRWaterLoans.

•

Safe Drinking Water Loan Program. The Safe Drinking
Water Loan Program provides financial assistance to
public water systems to build, upgrade, or replace water
supply infrastructure to protect public health and address
federal and state safe drinking water requirements. Visit
http://bit.ly/DNRWaterLoans for more information.

While it does not need to be included in the plan, an equally
important element to discuss with the governing body is the
impact of those financing choices on future tax levies, fund
balance, statutory debt limit, and any financial policies of your
community. Capital projects may need to be moved from one
year to another to minimize the impact on residents.
If your community is like those I have served, it is that final
element — funding the plan — where things can fall apart.
Ultimately there is no good way that I am aware of to shift
the financial burden from your residents to someone else.
However, below are some funding mechanisms to explore:
•

•

Tax Levy or Fund Balance. This is becoming increasingly difficult in Wisconsin with Expenditure Restraint
and Levy Limits. However, don’t dismiss it prematurely
because paying for infrastructure with tax levy or fund
balance avoids interest expenses.
Referendum. Some communities are having success
holding a referendum to exceed levy limits for infrastructure improvements. If you are clearly able to demonstrate
the need, this may be an option.

•

General Obligation Borrowing. Borrowing money for
capital improvements is an acceptable financing method
in many communities. However, beware of the statutory
debt limit (five percent of equalized value) and make sure
to match the financing term to the useful life of the asset.
It is not a good practice to finance computer equipment
over ten years if you’ll need to replace it in five years.

•

Revenue Bonds. Where an asset has a dedicated stream
of revenue (water, wastewater, public parking) you may
be able to issue revenue debt where the income stream is
used to retire the debt. Revenue debt is not subject to the
statutory limit and does not affect the property tax levy.

Jay Winzenz has been the Finance Director for the City
of Eau Claire since July 2014. Prior to his service with
Eau Claire he served the City of Janesville for 25 years
in various capacities including Assistant City Manager/
Director of Administrative Services. Jay can be reached at
Jay.Winzenz@EauclaireWi.Gov.
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Frozen Water Laterals:

PSC Overruled!

By Attorney Timothy D. Fenner, Axley Brynelson, LLP

The winter of 2013-14 was severely cold; and there were numerous instances of frozen water

laterals. Many municipalities issued notices to water users to run a pencil-sized stream of water to
prevent freezing of the pipes.

However, some customers
neglected to follow this advice;
and as a result, their water laterals
froze. This is what happened in the
Village of Mazomanie, located in
Dane County, Wisconsin.
A Mazomanie home owner with a frozen lateral retained
the services of a plumber to “thaw” the lateral. The plumber
indicated that the freeze occurred in the utility portion of the
water lateral, i.e., the lateral located between the curb box and
the water main. The customer then presented the plumbing
bill to the Village for payment, and the Village refused to pay.
The reason for such refusal was simple: The customer had
neglected to follow the directive to run water thereby causing
the freezing.
The customer then complained to the Wisconsin Public
Service Commission (PSC). Following an investigation,
the PSC concluded that the Village had an obligation to
reimburse the customer for the cost of thawing the lateral,
and ordered the Village to reimburse the customer. The
PSC’s reasoning was that the freeze was allegedly within the
Timothy D. Fenner is a senior partner in the law firm
of Axley Brynelson LLP, and chairs the firm’s municipal
law team. A significant portion of his practice is focused
on representation of municipalities located throughout
the state of Wisconsin, with special emphasis on public
utility issues. He also specializes in matters associated with
financially distressed tax incremental financing districts,
economic development incentives, land-use and financing
matters involving local governmental entities. Mr. Fenner
can be reached at: tfenner@axley.com or (608) 257-5661.

“utility owned” portion of the lateral. The PSC refused to give
any consideration to the fact that the customer caused the
freezing by neglecting to follow the directive to run water.
The Village determined to challenge the decision of the
PSC and sought judicial review. The League of Wisconsin
Municipalities Insurance Trust reimbursed the village’s legal
fees for seeking review of the PSC’s decision.
Upon review, the circuit court concluded:
(1) The relevant statutes and administrative regulations do
not give the PSC any authority, express or implied, to
order a municipality to reimburse a customer for expenses
related to thawing a frozen lateral under these circumstances. As the court noted, “… such a broad grant of
authority would allow the PSC to become involved in all
third party actions involving utility companies.”
(2) The decision of the PSC was contrary to an existing
administrative rule dealing with the thawing of frozen
laterals. The PSC applied the rule as if it focused on only
the “customer owned portion” of the lateral. However, the
court noted that the rule applied to both the customer
owned and the utility owned portions; and to apply it
in the manner proposed by the PSC would reward a
customer for failing to follow the directives on how to
prevent freezing. The court concluded that “in this case,
it is clear that lateral thawing shall be at the customer’s
expense if the utility advises the customer of corrective
measures to be taken and the customer does not follow
the utility advice.”
PSC Overruled
Continued on page 382
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PSC Overruled
From page 381

The circuit court ruling has significance for all municipalities
in the following respects:
(1) At least one circuit court has concluded that the PSC
does not have the authority to order a water utility to
pay a customer’s claim for reimbursement. Indeed, such
authority would put the PSC in a position of deciding all
types of claims that could arise between a customer and a
utility. It would be the prosecutor, judge and jury. The legislature did not grant this type of authority to the PSC.
Claims of this sort are best resolved through the normal
process, i.e., litigation in the court system.
(2) The thawing of a frozen water lateral is a time-consuming, expensive and dangerous process. It may involve electric current, excavations, and safety concerns. The better
way of addressing freezing of laterals is to be proactive
— i.e., direct customers to run a pencil-sized stream to
prevent freezing. Water utilities who issue these directives
will not be responsible for thawing frozen laterals if the
customer neglects to follow this directive. In such event,
the customer bears the consequences of such neglect,
rather than the general fund of the utility.
(3) Bear in mind that this decision does not remove water
utilities from the obligation of paying for the thawing of
frozen pipes in all instances. Situations remain in which
the water utility is responsible for the cost of thawing
frozen water pipes. These would include frozen water
mains or utility-owned portions of water lines that do not
comply with the five to seven feet below ground surface
design standards (or other good engineering practices).
Public Utilities 353
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Alternative Methods of

Paying for Municipal Infrastructure
By Curt Witynski, Assistant Director, League
Wisconsin cities and villages finance public services, infrastructure, and other capital assets

through a combination of property taxes; utility and other user fees; shared revenue, transportation and other state aid; special assessments; license and permit fees; and borrowing.
Wisconsin municipalities may levy only those taxes that are
authorized by the state legislature. Compared to other states,
Wisconsin municipalities have relatively few options for
raising their own revenue locally.
The sales tax is not an option. Neither are local income taxes.
Taxes on telecommunication service providers, utilities, and
other users of the rights-of-way have similarly been taken
off the table. Even the property tax is tightly controlled by
the state through levy limits. Yet, a few relatively untapped
alternative sources of revenue for cities and villages exist. This
article describes alternative ways for municipalities to pay for
infrastructure in Wisconsin.
The Wheel Tax
Municipalities have been allowed to impose an annual
registration fee, or “wheel tax,” on motor vehicles since 1967.
In 1979, this authority was extended to counties. Until 1983,
the fee applied only to automobiles and station wagons. The
fee was limited to 50 percent of the state registration fee and
was collected by the local government that imposed it. Since
1983, state law has permitted any municipality or county to
adopt an ordinance that imposes a flat, annual registration fee
on automobiles and trucks of not more than 8,000 pounds
customarily kept within that jurisdiction. Vehicles may be
subject to both a municipal and a county fee. All vehicles
exempt from the state fee are also exempt from local fees.
There is no limit on the amount of the fee.
The Department of Transportation (DOT) collects the fee
when the annual state registration fee is paid. DOT retains

10 cents per registration for
administrative costs. The rest
of the fee is remitted to the
jurisdiction imposing the fee.
Municipalities are permitted,
but not required, to share any
portion of the fee with the
county or vice versa. Revenues
from the wheel tax must be used for transportation related
purposes. See Wis. Stat. sec. 341.35(6r).
A municipal governing body must enact an ordinance in
order to impose a local registration fee. The local government
must notify DOT at least 120 days prior to the first day of
the month in which the ordinance takes effect. Repeal of the
fee is also by adoption of an ordinance by the local governing
body. At least 60 days notice to DOT is required prior to the
first day of the month in which the repeal is effective.
The following governments are currently collecting a wheel tax:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Appleton; $20
Town of Arena; $20
City of Beloit; $20
City of Gillett $20
City of Janesville; $10
City of Kaukauna; $10
City of Milwaukee; $20
Chippewa County; $10
Iowa County; $20
St. Croix County; $10
Paying for Municipal Infrastructure
Continued on page 384
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members of the governing body, enact an ordinance or resolution declaring itself to be a premier resort area if at least 40
percent of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property
The Room Tax
within the municipality is used by tourism-related retailers.
The definition of “Tourism-related retailers” in Wis. Stat.
Since 1967, cities, villages and towns have been authorized
sec. 66.1113(1)(d) lists 21 retail businesses including candy,
to impose a tax on establishments providing rooms or short
nut and confectionery stores; eating places; drinking places;
term lodging to the public. In general, the tax applies to
gift, novelty and souvenir shops; golf courses; and amusehotels, motels and rooming houses for lodging furnished for
ment parks. Municipalities capable of qualifying as
less than one month. The tax applies only to gross
“premier resort areas” are authorized to impose a
Prior to
receipts from furnishing sleeping accommodations;
0.5 percent sales tax on the gross receipts from the
therefore, food and other items or services furnished
June 1994, sale, lease or rental in the municipality of goods or
by hotels or motels are not subject to the tax. The
municipalities services that are taxable under current state sales
room tax is in addition to state and county sales
tax provisions made by businesses that are included
were not
taxes that apply to room charges.
restricted as to in the list of tourism related retailers. The proceeds
such a tax may be used only to pay for public
Prior to June 1994, municipalities were not
the tax rate or from
infrastructure expenses.
restricted as to the tax rate or use of room tax collec- use of room tax
tions. However, legislation enacted in 1994 imposed
collections. DOR administers, enforces and collects the prea maximum tax rate of eight percent and required
mier resort tax. DOR is authorized to retain three
that at least 70 percent of any new or increased
percent of collections to cover the costs of administration,
room taxes be used for tourism promotion and tourism
enforcement and collection of the tax.
development. Municipalities meeting certain statutory criteria
were authorized to exceed the eight percent maximum limit.
In 1998, the Village of Lake Delton and the City of
Madison, Milwaukee and Oshkosh met the criteria but as
Wisconsin Dells each enacted a 0.5 percent premier resort
of January 2011, the City of Madison (nine percent) and the
area tax under the statutory requirements. In 2001 legislaCity of Oshkosh (ten percent) are the only municipalities
tion was passed exempting the City of Eagle River from the
exceeding the eight percent maximum limit.
statutory requirement that 40 percent of its equalized value
be used by tourism-related retailers in order to declare itself a
Beginning January 1, 2017, any amount of room tax colpremier resort area. The City enacted a premier resort area tax
lected that must be spent on tourism promotion and tourism
in 2006. The City of Bayfield was provided a similar exempdevelopment must be forwarded to a tourism entity or a
tion in 2001 and enacted a premier resort area tax in 2003.
tourism commission for spending. The remaining amount of
room tax revenue, which is 30 percent for communities that
In 2005, the villages of Sister Bay and Ephraim were also
enacted a room tax after 1994, may be spent in any manner
provided an exemption from the 40 percent requirement. In
the municipal governing body decides, including to help pay
2013 the Legislature provided a similar exemption for the
for infrastructure costs.
Village of Stockholm. In order to impose a premier resort
area tax, each village governing body must adopt a resolution
According to financial reports filed with Department of
proclaiming its intent to impose the tax and the same resoluRevenue (DOR) for 2013, 274 of the state’s 1,851 cities,
tion must be adopted by a majority of electors in the village at
villages and towns collected a room tax in 2013.
referendum. Neither village in Door County has enacted the
resolution required to impose the premier resort area tax. The
Premier Resort Area Tax
Village of Stockholm electors passed the resolution enacted
by their village board declaring themselves a premier resort
In 1997 the state legislature created a premier resort area tax
area. The Village’s tax was first imposed on October 1, 2014.
option for units of local government that meet certain eligibility criteria. A municipality may, by a two-thirds vote of the
Paying for Municipal Infrastructure
From page 383
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Stormwater Utility Fees
During the last twenty-five years many Wisconsin municipalities have relied on their home rule powers or express
grants of authority in Wis. Stat. secs. 66.0627 and 66.0821 to
use stormwater fees to help pay for stormwater management
facilities and the cost of complying with stringent water quality regulations. The fees are charged by stormwater utilities,
which the community creates, and are typically based on the
amount of impermeable surface on the property. The more
stormwater runoff created by a property, the greater the fee
the property owner must pay. According to a list maintained
by the Wisconsin Chapter of the American Public Works
Association about 85 cities, villages, and towns have created
stormwater utilities.
In recent years communities have been less interested in
creating stormwater utilities to pay for stormwater treatment
costs because of changes the state legislature made to the levy
limit law in 2013. Any community that used property taxes to
pay for stormwater management costs in 2013 must reduce its
allowable levy by any revenue it raises in the future through
stormwater fees. The only exception to the levy offset requirement is if the electors approve the creation of the stormwater
utility in a referendum.
Impact Fees
Wisconsin statutes authorize cities, villages, towns and
counties to enact ordinances imposing impact fees (i.e., cash
contributions, contributions of land or interests in land or
any other items of value) upon developers of land to pay for
the construction of certain public facilities necessitated by
the development. The impact fee law, Wis. Stat. sec. 66.0617,
specifies the types of public facilities for which impact fees
may be imposed and specifies the costs of those facilities that
may be recovered through impact fees. In addition, the law
specifies procedures that a municipality must follow when
adopting an impact fee ordinance or when amending the
ordinance. The law also establishes a number of standards
that impact fees must meet and specifies limits on the use of
impact fee revenues.
Impact fees may be imposed to pay for some or all of the
capital costs to construct, expand or improve the following
“public facilities:” highways and other transportation facilities,
traffic control devices, facilities for collecting and treating

sewage, facilities for collecting and treating storm and surface
water, facilities for pumping, storing and distributing water,
parks, playgrounds, lands for athletic field, solid waste and
recycling facilities, fire protection facilities, law enforcement
facilities, emergency medical facilities and libraries.
A municipality must, before enacting an impact fee ordinance, prepare a “needs assessment” for the public facilities
for which it is anticipated that impact fees will be imposed.
In addition, a municipality must hold a public hearing on any
proposed impact fee ordinance.
Revenues from impact fees must be placed in a segregated,
interest-bearing account and be accounted for separately from
the other funds of a municipality. Impact fee revenues and
interest earned on impact fee revenues may be expended only
for capital costs for which the fees were imposed. In addition,
municipalities that collect an impact fee but do not use it
within the time specified by statute must refund the unused
amounts to the current owners of the property.
Transportation Utility Fees
At least one municipality, the Village of Weston, has relied
on its statutory home rule powers to create a transportation
utility to help pay for road maintenance, transit, and other
transportation related costs. The transportation utility fee was
imposed on all properties and was based in part on the number of trips typically generated by each class of property. The
village repealed the fee after two years. About a decade ago
the Village of North Fond du Lac seriously considered the
transportation utility option, but eventually decided against it.
A PowerPoint posted on the League’s web site provides more
information about this potential option for funding transportation needs at the local level: http://tinyurl.com/trans-utility.
Conclusion
With stringent levy limits in place municipalities are forced
to consider other revenue options to help pay for infrastructure maintenance and upgrades. Today, more communities
than ever are imposing a wheel tax to help pay for transportation related needs. Other communities are considering
various types of user fees. Alternative revenue options exist.
The question is whether they are politically viable in your
community.
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Feature Article

Ways to Improve Tracking of Heavy Equipment Utilization
By Alan Mond, CEO and co-founder at MuniRent
On average government-owned equipment sits idle 70 percent of the time. Many fleet managers

have to constantly fight an all-too common enemy: underutilization of heavy equipment. But,
what does this mean exactly?

When a machine is used less
than 2000 hours per year, it is
considered underutilized. In my
opening statement, the average
utilization of heavy equipment
was quoted at 30 percent (70
percent underutilization).
Conservative as this estimate
may be, accurate data is surprisingly hard to come by. In 2012,
a utilization study by the State of Ohio Auditor’s Office
(available at http://bit.ly/OhioAudit) revealed:
Of the 390 pieces of capital equipment for which data
was requested and collected, only about 45 percent
(177) were able to be properly evaluated based on the
data provided.
What about the other 213 pieces of equipment? Was that
data ever collected? Or simply not believable? According to
the study, the majority of the agencies had trouble
responding to requests for monthly usage, maintenance costs and other key metrics of these pieces of
equipment. With less than half of equipment data,
the utilization rates are still mind-blowing:

for. First, it could prove to be an expensive investment if your
organization’s fleet management is not set up to handle the
data stream. Secondly, there might be some additional work
needed to integrate with your current system to enable data to
flow seamlessly. Overall, GPS/telematics is a great solution as
long as your organization can afford it.
2) Record Engine Hour Meter at Fueling Station
One common method to record utilization in large fleets is
to require operators to enter engine hours or vehicle mileage
into the fuel delivery keypad. Most fuel delivery systems have
this capability. This opens up the possibility for human error
when typing in engine hours or miles. Integration with a fleet
management system is critical and should be priority number
one if your fuel delivery system can record utilization in a
database. Automating this process would yield great results.
Heavy Equipment
Continued on page 388

With underutilization being such a critical problem across fleets in the U.S., here are four ways to
improve equipment utilization data collection:
1) Track Your Equipment’s Every Move
Investing in GPS/telematics technology is probably
the most effective way to collect data. It is done
automatically, with no human input, so accuracy is
very high. There are a couple of things to watch out

Photo courtesy of Alan Mond.
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One caveat with this method, however, is that sometimes
fuel is acquired at an “external” fuel station outside of your
organization. When this happens, you rely on an operator to
manually record engine hours or vehicle miles.
3) Manual Entry with Rewards
Writing down engine hours or miles with pen and paper.
This low cost solution is still the most common way to keep
track of usage. It is fairly prone to human error and lack of
consistent usage records. If that is the way your organization
does it, you can enhance it by offering rewards. The idea is
to give away a gift card every month to the crew supervisor
or driver with the most complete log. Work with Human
Resources first, and present the price of the gift card as a
cost-saving initiative to have accurate equipment usage and
improve preventative maintenance scheduling.
4) Estimate Based on Fueling Amount
Keeping track of gallons of fuel is yet another method to
estimate usage. Notice I used the word estimate because it
is not a direct measurement. The fuel delivery system can be
used to collect the fuel consumed data per vehicle. The idea
behind it is to estimate miles driven based on each vehicle’s
rated fuel consumption (miles per gallon). For heavy duty
equipment, you’ll need to input each engine’s rated fuel consumption in gallons/hour at a certain rated power. Once you
know the amount of fuel consumed you can estimate how
long the engine was on or how many miles a vehicle
was driven.

Alan is the CEO and co-founder at MuniRent. In July
2014, MuniRent launched to bring the sharing economy to government. MuniRent is the only web-based
reservation tool for heavy equipment that is specifically
designed for crews. It helps increase fleet utilization by
sharing equipment in your region with a proven and
simple solution.
Follow Alan on LinkedIn and Twitter: @mondalan;
follow MuniRent on our Linkedin Company Page and
Twitter: @munirent; e-mail: alan@munirent.co; phone:
(248) 953-3496.
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Legal FAQs

Frequently Asked Questions
1. What kinds of municipal contracts
don’t have to be competitively bid
under state law?

District, 71 Wis.2d 541, 239 N.W.2d
25, 28 (1976).

State law only requires competitive bidding for municipal contracts involving
public construction with an estimated
cost exceeding $25,000. Therefore,
contracts that do not involve public
construction are not subject to the state
bid law requirements.

2. Can a municipality
require phone/electric
companies to place utility lines in public rightof-ways underground?

There are many types of municipal
contracts that do not involve public construction. These include contracts for the
purchase or sale of real estate; contracts
for ambulance, refuse pickup, recycling
or similar services; and contracts for the
purchase of fire trucks, dump trucks,
backhoes, police cars and other general use equipment. They also include
contracts for engineering, architect and
other professional services even if related
to municipal projects. Aqua-Tech, Inc. v.
Como Lake Protection and Rehabilitation

difference in cost between the standard
design or construction techniques of the
utility and underground placement is
consistent with safe and reliable utility
construction practices.
PSC 130.03(2).

There are
many types
of municipal
contracts
that do not
involve public
construction.

Yes. Wisconsin Public
Service Commission (PSC)
rules allow a municipality
to require placement of
transmission or distribution
facilities (e.g., telephone
lines and power lines) located in public
right-of-ways underground without
reimbursement of costs if there is an
adequate health, safety or public welfare
justification for the requirement that
is not based solely on aesthetics. PSC
130.03(1). However, a municipality can
still require underground placement
of lines for aesthetic or other reasons
if it will reimburse the utility for the

3. Does a municipality have any authority
to reconsider a previously approved special
assessment?

Yes. Wis. Stat. sec.
66.0703(10) specifically
authorizes the governing body of a
municipality that decides to reconsider
and reopen any assessment to, amend,
cancel or confirm a prior assessment
after giving notice as provided in section
66.0703(7)(a) and after a public hearing.

Answers At Your Fingertips!
lwm-info.org

Anywhere
Anytime
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Sign Regulation and
By Daniel M. Olson, J.D., Assistant Legal Counsel, League
One of the most perplexing local government policy areas is sign regulation.

The difficulties arise from sometimes incomprehensible free speech decisions

by courts and the uncertain impacts on regulation programs that seek to control
signs and the messages they contain.

Local governments thus struggle
to regulate signs in their community
without violating free speech guarantees
established by the federal and
state constitutions.
A recent U.S. Supreme Court decision
may have simplified the law in this area
by applying a straightforward strict
scrutiny analysis to invalidate several
sign regulation distinctions based on
the message or content of the sign.
Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 135 S.Ct. 2887
(2015). The Reed decision, however,
likely rendered significant portions of
every local government sign code in the
country invalid. The decision is thus very
important to local governments and
local officials for its immediate
and long term impacts and worthy of
some consideration.
Some Sign Law Background
Local government authority to regulate
signs is based upon the “police power.”
However, since signs are a form of
communication or speech, that authority
is limited by the First Amendment free
speech provision of the federal constitution and similar provisions in state
constitutions.
The First Amendment, applicable to
the States through the Fourteenth
Amendment, prohibits the enactment
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of laws “abridging the freedom of
speech.” U.S. Const., Amdt. 1. Under
that Clause, a government, including
a municipal government vested with
state authority, “has no power to restrict
expression because of its message, its
ideas, its subject matter, or its content.”
Police Dept. of Chicago v. Mosley, 408
U.S. 92, 95 (1972). Content-based laws
— those that target speech based on its
communicative content — are presumptively unconstitutional and may be
justified only if the government proves
that they are narrowly tailored to serve
compelling state interests. R.A.V. v. St.
Paul, 505 U. S. 377, 395 (1992); Simon
& Schuster, Inc. v. Members of N. Y. State
Crime Victims Bd., 502 U.S. 105, 115,
118 (1991).
Government regulation of speech is
content based if a law applies to particular speech because of the topic discussed
or the idea or message expressed. E.g.,
Sorrell v. IMS Health, Inc., 131 S.Ct.
2653 (2011); Carey v. Brown, 447 U.S.
455, 462 (1980); Mosley, supra, at 95.
This meaning of the phrase “content
based” requires a court to consider
whether a regulation of speech “on its
face” draws distinctions based on the
message a speaker conveys. Sorrell, supra,
at 2656. Some facial distinctions based
on a message are obvious, defining regulated speech by particular subject matter,
and others are more subtle, defining

regulated speech by its function or purpose. Both are distinctions drawn based
on the message a speaker conveys, and,
therefore, are subject to strict scrutiny.
Judicial precedents have also recognized
a separate and additional category of
laws that, though facially content neutral, will be considered content-based
regulations of speech: laws that cannot
be “‘justified without reference to the
content of the regulated speech,’” or
that were adopted by the government
“because of disagreement with the
message [the speech] conveys,” Ward v.
Rock Against Racism, 491 U. S. 781, 791
(1989).Those laws, like those that are
content based on their face, must also
satisfy strict scrutiny.
Some sign regulations concern the form
and nature of the sign, not the content
of the message. These regulations —
called reasonable time, place, or manner
restrictions — include regulation of sign
size, number, materials, lighting, moving
parts, and portability, among other
things. These regulations are allowed,
provided they are “[1] justified without

Legal Comment

Reed v. Town of Gilbert

reference to the content of the regulated a content-based restriction that did not
survive strict scrutiny.
speech, [2] that they are narrowly tailored to serve a significant
The Town of Gilbert,
governmental interest, and
The Supreme
Arizona, adopted a code
[3] that they leave open
Court requires governing the display of
ample alternative channels
that contentoutdoor signs. The Code
for communication of the
information” Ward supra
based regulation prohibits the display of
at 791. Over the years
of noncommercial outdoor signs anywhere in
the town without a permit,
the courts have upheld a
signs must meet but exempts 23 categories
variety of content-neutral
strict scrutiny. of signs from the permit
sign regulations.
requirement. Three of those
exemptions were relevant to the case
Some sign regulations, however,
before the Court:
restrict the content of the message.
The Supreme Court requires that
(1) Ideological Signs, which include
content-based regulation of noncomcertain signs “communicating a
mercial signs satisfy strict scrutiny.
message or ideas for noncommerGenerally speaking, a sign regulation is
cial purposes;”
content-based if it applies to a particular
sign because of the topics discussed or
(2) Political Signs, which include any
the idea or message expressed (e.g., “real
“temporary sign designed to influestate” or “political” or “directional.”)
ence the outcome of an election
The strict scrutiny standard demands
called by a public body;” and
that the local government show that
the regulation is (i) designed to serve a
(3) “Temporary Directional Signs
compelling governmental interest and
Relating to a Qualifying Event,”
(ii) narrowly tailored to achieve that
which include any sign “intended
interest. Strict scrutiny is a very tough
legal standard and very few regulations
to direct pedestrians, motorists,
survive strict scrutiny review.
and other passersby to a ‘qualifying event.’” A qualifying event is
an “assembly, gathering, activity,
The Supreme Court Reed Decision
or meeting sponsored, arranged,
or promoted by a religious, charOn June 18, 2015, the United States
itable, community service, educaSupreme Court decided Reed, holding
tional, or other similar non-profit
that a municipal code subjecting signs
organization.”
to different regulations depending on
whether the sign displayed an ideoEach category of signs is subject to diflogical message, a political message, or
ferent regulations. For example, political
directed people to a church service, was

signs may be up to 20 square feet in
area and be placed in all zoning districts, while temporary directional signs
relating to a qualifying event must be no
larger than six square feet, may be placed
on private property or a public right of
way, and may be displayed no more than
12 hours before the qualifying event,
and no more than one hour afterward.
Good News Community Church and its
pastor Clyde Reed host Sunday church
services at various locations around
town, and began placing signs advertising the location of those services. The
town’s sign code compliance manager
issued citations to the Church for failure
to comply with the time limits for
displaying temporary directional signs
and for failure to include the date of the
event on the signs.
The Church sought a preliminary
injunction, arguing that the Sign Code
violated its rights under the First and
Fourteenth Amendment. The district
court denied the requested injunction,
and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
affirmed. That court found that the Sign
Code was not a content-based regulation on speech because an officer would
need to conduct only a cursory examination of the sign to classify it under
the Sign Code. On remand, the district
court granted the Town’s motion for
summary judgment. The Ninth Circuit
again affirmed, concluding that the
Sign Code was content neutral because
“the distinctions between Temporary
Sign Regulation
Continued on page 392
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Directional Signs, Ideological Signs, and
Political Signs . . . are based on objective
factors relevant to Gilbert’s creation of
the specific exemption from the permit requirement and do not otherwise
consider the substance of the sign” and
passed constitutional muster under the
lower level of scrutiny applicable to
content-neutral regulations.
The Supreme Court disagreed. The
Court’s majority opinion, authored by
Justice Thomas, started with the basic
free speech legal principle: “Contentbased laws — those that target speech
based on its communicative content —
are presumptively unconstitutional and
may be justified only if the government
proves that they are narrowly tailored to
serve compelling state interests.”
The Court found that the ordinance is
“content based on its face.” According
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to the Court, the ordinance regulation
based on the message conveyed: temporary directional signs convey a message
directing the public; political signs are
designed to influence the outcome of an
election; and ideological signs communicate a message or idea. By regulating
the message, Gilbert regulated the
“communicative content of the sign,”
making the ordinance content-based
and subject to strict scrutiny review.
Even though the ordinance may have a
content-neutral justification, “[i]nnocent
motives do not eliminate the danger of
censorship presented by a facially contentbased statute, as future government
officials may one day wield such statutes
to suppress disfavored speech.”
The Court went on to conclude that
Gilbert’s purported reasons for the
regulation, preserving the Town’s
aesthetic appeal and traffic safety, were
not adequate justifications to pass strict
scrutiny review. Assuming these interests

were “compelling,” the Court found the
ordinance “hopelessly underinclusive”
because the same restrictions were not
placed on other types of signs. Thus,
Gilbert failed to show that its ordinance
was “narrowly tailored to further a compelling government interest.”
The Court concluded the majority opinion by noting that its decision does not
limit a municipality’s ability to regulate
signage, so long as the regulation is content neutral. For instance, “size, building
materials, lighting, moving parts, and
portability” may be regulated without
reference to a sign’s message. Further,
“on public property, the Town may go
a long way toward entirely forbidding
the posting of signs, so long as it does
so in an evenhanded, content-neutral
manner.”
The majority opinion also identified
some content-based regulations that
might survive strict scrutiny if they
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are narrowly tailored to address public
safety. These include warning signs for
hazards on private property, signs directing traffic, or street numbers associated
with private houses.

“[r]egulatory programs almost always
require content discrimination” and provided several examples of content-based
regulation where “a strong presumption
against constitutionality has no place.”

Although the decision was unanimous,
the Justices filed three separate concurring opinions. Justice Alito, joined by
Justices Kennedy and Sotomayor, added
“a few words of further explanation.”
Justice Alito stressed that municipalities
are not powerless to enact sign regulation, and provided a non-inclusive list of
content neutral criteria:

Finally, Justice Kagan,
joined by Justices Ginsburg
and Breyer, provided a third
concurrence. Justice Kagan,
like Justice Breyer, questioned the reasonableness
of applying strict scrutiny
review to all types of
content-based regulation:

•

Rules regulating the locations in
which signs may be placed;

•

Rules distinguishing between
lighted and unlighted signs;

“We can administer our
content-regulation doctrine with a dose
of common sense, so as to leave standing laws that in no way implicate its
intended function.”

•

Rules distinguishing between signs
with fixed messages and electronic
signs with messages that change;

•

Rules that distinguish between the
placement of signs on private and
public property;

•

Rules distinguishing between the
placement of signs on commercial
and residential property;

•

Rules distinguishing between
on-premises and off-premises signs;

•

Rules restricting the total number
of signs allowed per mile of roadway; and

•

Rules imposing time restrictions on
signs advertising a one-time event.

Justice Breyer provided a separate opinion urging that content-based discrimination “cannot and should not always
trigger strict scrutiny.” (Emphasis in
original.) Justice Breyer recognized that

Most municipal sign codes differentiate temporary signs by content. Most
sign codes also contain content-based
exemptions from permit requirements
for certain types of signs. Many sign
codes also have content-based provisions for
It is nearly
permanent signs. Therefore,
certain that every it is nearly certain that
sign code in the every sign code in the
United States has United States has a proa provision that vision that is now legally
questionable after Reed.

is now legally
questionable
after Reed.

Concurring only in the judgment,
Justice Kagan prophesized that courts
will now be required to invalidate
numerous “entirely reasonable” sign
ordinances, making the Court “a veritable Supreme Board of Sign Review.”
Living With Reed
The Reed decision is one of the most
important sign cases ever decided by the
U.S. Supreme Court. Significantly, while
the sign code provisions challenged in
Reed involved only the regulation of
temporary non-commercial signs, the
Court’s decision certainly applies to
all types of signs. Moreover, the free
speech analysis is also likely to impact
regulations outside of the sign realm
that regulate other speech activity, not
just signage.
The sign code provisions invalidated by
the Reed decision are not unique to the
Town of Gilbert or the State of Arizona.

Clearly, local governments
must respond to Reed
given its very broad impact.
The real question though is what that
response might or should look like. On
this question there are a few reasonable
actions that should be considered.
Impose a Limited Moratoria.
One response to Reed might be a moratorium on sign permits. However, such
action should be as limited as possible to
avoid a judicial determination that the
moratorium is an unconstitutional prior
restraint on speech. So, instead of a total
ban on all sign permits, the moratoria
might focus solely on sign code provisions that are questionable under Reed.
Suspend Enforcement.
Local governments are also welladvised to suspend enforcement of
content-based code provisions — particularly those involving temporary signs
— that are now highly questionable
after Reed. On the other hand, there
is no need to suspend enforcement of
structural provisions directly related to
public safety.

Sign Regulation
Continued on page 394
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Replace Content-Based Regulations.
Except for the few public-safety examples referenced in Justice Thomas’s opinion, local governments should replace all
regulatory references that rely on or refer
to the content of a sign. In other words,
make the sign code content-neutral.
Rather than referring to “real estate” or
“political” or “garage sale” signs, the code
might identify these simply as “residential district” signs thus shifting the
focus of the regulation away from sign
content to sign location. Then such signs
might be regulated by their number, size,
placement, construction and amount of
time they may be displayed.
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The same content-neutral approach
might be used for commercial signs
by replacing references to commercial
messages with “commercial district”
signs again shifting the focus of the regulation from content to location. Like
their “residential district” counterparts,
the “commercial district” signs could be
regulated by number, size, placement,
construction, type and display time.
Notably, the International Municipal
Lawyers Association (IMLA) is in the
process of preparing a model sign code
in response to Reed. Similar approaches
to achieving content neutral sign regulation as noted herein are being utilized.
The model will be an invaluable resource
for local governments when it is completed and made available.

Open Questions
The Reed decision is very important,
not only to the development of sign
law but free speech law in general.
However, it is important to recognize
that the decision leaves some important questions unanswered.
First, the treatment of onsite/offsite
and commercial/non-commercial
regulation distinctions is uncertain.
Earlier Supreme Court decisions upheld
such distinctions as constitutional and
were not expressly overruled in Reed.
However, the onsite/offsite and commercial/non-commercial regulation distinctions are clearly content-based and
now at least questionable under Reed.
Second, it is unknown what types of
government interests will be sufficiently
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compelling to survive strict scrutiny.
Will restrictions on political signage
near polling places survive? It seems
likely that they will. However, we don’t
know for certain with respect to any
type of content-based sign regulation at
this point.
Third, the full impact of Reed on nonsign speech is yet unknown. The Reed
decision has been used already by a
federal court to invalidate an anti-panhandling ordinance. See Norton v. City
of Springfield, 2015 WL 4714073 (7th
Cir. Aug. 2015). What other types of
local government restrictions on speech
might it apply to? Does a city or village
have to provide a compelling government interest now to limit the speech
activities in its community rooms or
other government spaces opened to the
public for speech activities?

Given the uncertainties associated
with Reed, local governments might
be tempted to loosen restrictions on
signage or other speech activity in their
community. However, that is not the
burden imposed on local officials by
Reed. While content-based sign regulations must satisfy strict scrutiny,
content-neutral sign regulations do not.
In other words, the Reed decision does
not require unfettered signage in residential districts or anywhere else
and leaves local officials with many
content-neutral sign regulation options.
Conclusion
The Reed decision has simplified some
aspects of sign law. With few exceptions,
content-based sign regulations must
satisfy strict scrutiny analysis to be valid.

Any focus on government intent
is irrelevant.
The unanswered questions left by
Reed are significant. Hopefully, they
are answered clearly and quickly by
the courts.
In the meantime, local officials still have
a wide array of content-neutral sign
regulation methods available that do
not have to survive strict scrutiny. Thus,
the basic policy choices in communities
regarding the size, shape, location and
number of signs is still in the hands of
local officials.
Licensing & Regulation 197
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Municipal Attorneys Institute Notes
Thanks to Past Officers; Congratulations to New Officers
The League’s Municipal Attorneys’
Section thanks past officers President
Scott Post, West Allis City Attorney,
and Secretary Jesse Wesolowski,
Reidenbach & Sajdak, SC, for their
service and for doing an excellent job
planning and assisting with the 2015
Municipal Attorneys Institute.
At the 2015 Municipal Attorneys
Institute, the following attorneys were
selected to serve as officers of the
League’s Municipal Attorneys section:
President: Jesse Wesolowski,
Wesolowski, Reidenbach & Sajdak SC.
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Secretary: Fond du Lac City Attorney
Deborah S.R. Hoffmann.
CLE Credit
The Wisconsin Board of Bar Examiners
approved 12.5 CLE hours (credits)
for the 2015 Municipal Attorneys
Institute. This includes 1.5 Ethics and
Professional Responsibility (EPR)
hours. With the exception of the
Wednesday afternoon ethics presentation, which is worth 1.5 CLE hours
and satisfies 1.5 EPR requirements,
attorneys may claim 1 CLE credit for
each presentation attended. Individual
attorneys are responsible for reporting
their actual hours of attendance.

The Minnesota State Board of
Continuing Legal Education approved
the 2015 Institute for 9.25 standard
credits and 1.25 ethics credits.
If you have any questions regarding
CLE credit for the Municipal Attorneys
Institute or how CLE is calculated, contact Claire Silverman at (800) 991-5502.
Next Year’s Institute
The 2016 Municipal Attorneys Institute
will be June 15-17 at the Stone Harbor
Resort in Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.

Legal Note

On Rehearing, Court Concludes Anti-Panhandling Ordinance is Content Based
Claire Silverman, Legal Counsel, League
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit recently agreed to
rehear a case challenging the constitutionality of a city’s anti-panhandling
ordinance in light of the U.S. Supreme
Court decision in Reed v. Gilbert, 135
S.Ct. 2887 (2015), the sign regulation
case that is the subject of this month’s
legal comment (see page 390). Upon
rehearing, the 7th Circuit concluded that
the ordinance was clearly content-based
in light of Reed. Norton v. City of
Springfield, 768 F.3d 713 (7th Cir.
2014), reversed on rehearing, 2015 WL
4714073, at 1 (7th Cir. Aug. 7, 2015).
The City of Springfield, Illinois has an
ordinance prohibiting panhandling in its
downtown historic district, which contains less than two percent of the City’s
area but contains its principal shopping,
entertainment and governmental areas.
The ordinance defines “panhandling”
as an oral request for an immediate

donation of money but does not prohibit
signs requesting money or oral pleas to
send money later. Plaintiffs, who had
been cited under the ordinance, asked
the district court to enter a preliminary
injunction to prevent the City from
enforcing the ordinance. The district
court denied the request for an injunction and plaintiffs appealed.
Significantly, The parties agreed that
panhandling is a form of speech, to
which the First Amendment applies,
and that the ordinance would be
unconstitutional if it drew lines on the
basis of the speech’s content. Plaintiffs
contended that the ordinance's principal
rule — barring oral requests for money
now but not regulating requests for
money later — was a form of content
discrimination. In September 2014, the
7th Circuit concluded that Springfield's
anti-panhandling ordinance did not
draw lines based on the content of

anyone's speech. Because the litigants
agreed that the ordinance's validity
depended on that issue, the Court
affirmed the district court's decision. The
7th Circuit deferred consideration of the
petition for rehearing until the Supreme
Court decided Reed v. Gilbert. Shortly
after deciding Reed, the Court remanded
Thayer v. Worcester, 755 F.3d 60 (1st
Cir. 2014), a panhandling-ordinance
decision on which the 7th Circuit’s
first opinion had relied, for further
consideration in light of Reed. Upon
the 7th Circuit’s request, the parties
filed supplemental memoranda discussing Reed. The 7th Circuit granted the
petition for rehearing and applying Reed
to Springfield's ordinance concluded
that the City’s ordinance was content
based. It reversed the district court and
remanded the case with instructions to
grant an injunction.
Ordinances and Resolutions 595
Program

Police and Fire Commission Workshop
The League of Wisconsin Municipalities
is sponsoring a one-day Police and Fire
Commission Workshop.
This Workshop provides a basic course
on the duties, powers and responsibilities of the Police and Fire Commission.
It will also include information on
hiring personnel, promotions and hiring
the chief.
Registration information was sent to
clerks in September and is available at
www.lwm-info.org. Workshop fee is
$105/member, $130/nonmember. The
resort has rooms at the state rate for
attendees.

November 6, 2015
Glacier Canyon Lodge/Wilderness Resort
45 Hillman Rd, Wisconsin Dells, 53965
(800) 867-9453
8:00 Registration
8:30 The Role of the Police and Fire
Commission: Duties, Powers
and Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•

Why We Have a Commission
PFC Composition & Structure
Powers & Duties of the Commission
Disciplinary Hearings
Overview of Open Meeting & Public
Records Laws

Noon Lunch (included)
1:00 Selecting Police and Fire
Personnel
• Hiring Entry-Level Personnel
• Promotion
• Hiring Chiefs
4:30 Adjournment
For more information contact Carrie
Jensen, Event Manager League of
Wisconsin Municipalities, (608) 2672386 or cjensen@lwm-info.org.
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Websiting

Dive Deeper into Infrastructure
Find more information on infrastructure at these websites.
Infrastructure Report Card
http://www.infrastructurereportcard.org

Wisconsin Public Service Commission (PSC)
http://bit.ly/PSCWater

The American Society of Civil Engineers provides an annual
report card on America’s infrastructure breaking it down both
by type of infrastructure and by state. For example, they estimate that Wisconsin’s drinking water infrastructure will need
$7.1 billion in investment over the next 20 years.

The Wisconsin PSC has information on every utility that
they regulate including electric, natural gas, telecom and
water. According to the PSC Water Division, the Wisconsin
water industry is comprised of more than 580 municipal
water systems and eight privately-owned water systems. They
have excellent data on individual systems and a multitude of
helpful resources.

Water Planning Resources
http://bit.ly/NLCWater

Wisconsin Information System for Local Roads (WISLR)
http://bit.ly/WISLR

The National League of Cities Sustainable Cities Institute
offers a variety of resources on infrastructure including
“Integrated Resource Planning” a comprehensive form of
water planning that considers the interrelationship between
water supply, wastewater, stormwater, and water quality.

Road infrastructure is an important topic and one the League
will take on in 2016 with the #JustFixItWI campaign in coalition with many statewide partners. An inventory of conditions
is essential for advocacy and the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation WISLR system can help. WISLR provides a
system for local governments to report local road information
(such as width, surface type, surface year, shoulder, curb, road
category, functional classification, and pavement condition
ratings) to WisDOT.

Envision®
http://bit.ly/EnvisionRating
Envision® provides a holistic framework for evaluating and
rating the community, environmental, and economic benefits
of all types and sizes of infrastructure projects. It evaluates,
grades, and gives recognition to infrastructure projects that
use transformational, collaborative approaches to assess the
sustainability indicators over the course of the project’s life
cycle. Anyone can use it.

National Public Works Week
http://www.apwa.net
Every year the American Public Works Association (APWA)
holds a National Public Works Week to educate the public
about infrastructure needs. Look for it in 2016 from May
15-21 and join in!

#JustFixItWI Transportation Aids Campaign
The League is part of a broad based
coalition to find a long-term sustainable
solution for transportation aids. We’ve
strategized and will be launching our
campaign in earnest in 2016. In the
meantime, we need your help with these
two important tactics!

Adopt the #JustFixItWI Resolution
It’s available on our website, lwm-info.
org. Feel free to edit and insert your
community’s data. A sample media
release is also available for you to adapt
and use if you wish.
Send Your Photos
We understand that you pride yourselves on staying ahead of the next

pothole, but with funding threatened,
one of the ways to convince the legislature to increase available resources is to
demonstrate the need to fund improvements. Other local governments have
already begun to document transportation needs. Please send us your pictures
of potholes, crumbling bridges, etc.
Email your pictures to Gail Sumi at
gsumi@lwm-info.org.
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2015 League of Wisconsin Municipalities Calendar
November 6
Police & Fire Commission Workshop
Glacier Canyon Lodge
Wilderness Resort, Wisconsin Dells
(800) 867-9453

November 12
League Lobby Day
Hilton Hotel, Madison

The League’s 2016 Calendar will be announced in the December issue of The Municipality
Professional Services

Place Your Ad Here
Contact Jean Staral at
jmstaral@lwm-info.org or (608) 267-2383
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Legal Captions

The following are legal captions. All
legal articles are published in full on
the League’s website at www.lwminfo.org. Copies are also available
from the League office. Please include
the subject heading and number when
making the request.
Licensing & Regulation 197
Comment reviews local government
sign regulation in light of the U.S.
Supreme Court decision in Reed v.
Town of Gilbert, 135 S.Ct. 2887 (2015)
and provides some suggested responses.
9/30/15. The complete text of this
legal comment is on page 390 of
this Municipality.

Ordinances and Resolutions 595

Public Utilities 353

City’s anti-panhandling ordinance
which defines panhandling as an oral
request for an immediate donation
of money but does not prohibit signs
requesting money or oral pleas to
send money later was a content-based
restriction in light of Supreme Court’s
decision in Reed v. Gilbert. Norton v.
City of Springfield, 768 F.3d 713 (7th
Cir. 2014), reversed on reh’g, 2015 WL
4714073, at 1 (7th Cir. Aug. 7, 2015).
9/30/15. The complete text of this legal
note is on page 397 of this Municipality.

Circuit court held that Wisconsin’s
Public Service Commission lacked
authority to order water a utility to
reimburse a customer for cost of thawing a water lateral where the customer
had ignored the utility’s directive to
users during a period of extremely cold
weather to run a small stream of water
to prevent freezing. The court also
held the PSC order was contrary to an
administrative rule dealing with thawing
laterals and that lateral thawing shall be
at the customer’s expense if the utility
advises the customer of corrective measures to be taken and the customer does
not follow the utility’s advice. 9/30/15.
The complete text of this legal note is on
page 381 of this Municipality.
Professional Services

Place Your Ad Here
Contact Jean Staral at
jmstaral@lwm-info.org or (608) 267-2383
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In Transition

Welcome —
The League welcomes the following as they begin their service
to Wisconsin’s municipalities:
Administrators: Clintonville, Charles P. Kell; Fitchburg, Patrick
Marsh
Alderpersons: Ashland, Joel Langholz; Columbus, Regan
Rule; Hudson, Bryan Pike; Menasha, Marshall Spencer;
Princeton, Patti Garro
Clerk-Treasurers: Fox Point, Kelly A. Meyer; Stanley, Ketty
Clow
Deputy Treasurer: Mauston, Julie Fitzgerald
Public Works Director: Cedar Grove, Jan Hoitink
Manager: Fox Point, Scott Botcher
Police Chief: Milton, Scott Marquardt
Public Works-Sewer-Water Operator: Linden, Kevin Liddicoat
Trustees: Clyman, Mike Siegel; Fall River, Andy Schmiechen

Awards —
The League congratulates the following for their work on behalf
of Wisconsin’s municipalities:
La Crosse. Teri Lehrke was awarded the Lifetime Achievement
Award by the Wisconsin Municipal Clerks Association
(WMCA). Teri Lehrke exceeded the expectations of clerk
duties by leaps and bounds. She was noted by Mayor Kabat for
serving La Crosse citizens, elected officials and the general public with the highest degree of professionalism, integrity, expertise and responsiveness. Teri Lehrke was also acknowledged
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for exhibiting a wealth of
knowledge and information,
and holds in high regard the
standards associated with the
administration of the duties
of the Clerk’s Office. She
was recognized for exemplifying good government,
open, honest and impartial
elections, and is referred to
as “the caretaker of the City’s
democracy.” She has earned
the respect and admiration of
her peers and WMCA is very fortunate to have benefitted greatly through the years from her contributions to
its members.

Retirement —
The League thanks the following for their service to
Wisconsin’s municipalities:
Benton. John Perkins, Electric Superintendent, retired
after 24 years with the Village of Benton.
Stanley. Diane Zais, City Clerk-Treasurer of the City of
Stanley retired on October 2, 2015 after 30 years of service
to the City.

Additions and Changes —
Please send changes, corrections or additions to Mary
Malone, mmalone@lwm-info.org.

Wisconsin Water Facts
Retail Sales
Retail sales from the state’s water utilities decreased 1.6 percent between 2013 and 2014. This continues a downward
trend in water use following the high sales figures associated with the unusually hot and dry summer of 2012. Since
2010, metered water sales have declined by 4 percent to 141
billion gallons in 2014, even with a 1.4 percent increase in
the number of metered customers during the same period.

Residential Sales
Between 2013 and 2014, the statewide

average sales volume per customer decreased by 4.8 percent. Since 2008, there has been a decline in average residential use of 14 percent. As of February 2015, the average
water bill for a residential customer using 12,000 gallons
in a quarter was $69.20. Infrastructure-related capital costs
and rising energy and chemical costs are among the factors
driving increased water bills. On average, Wisconsin water
utilities increase their rates about every six years.

2014 Water Production Trends
A cold winter and the resulting main breaks and run-water advisories increased the volume of water pumped in early
2014. Winter water use exceeded normal seasonal expectations,
with a spike in March and an increase in total volume pumped
through June. In 2014, water utilities in Wisconsin pumped 195
billion gallons of water, up 8.5 percent from 180 billion gallons in
2013.

Water utilities are required

to file reports with
the Wisconsin Public Service Commission (PSC) on an annual
basis. Commission staff uses this data in carrying out the PSC’s
regulatory activities associated with water utilities. These activities
include conducting rate cases, approving construction, updating
benchmark information, and maintaining a database that serves as
a statewide resource.
Thanks to the Wisconsin Public Service Commission (PSC) for the data. More information available at http://psc.wi.gov.

